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BARBARA VANKIRK BARTENDS TO RAISE MONEY FOR LOCAL WOMAN’S ILLNESS
November 13th, 2008, Murrysville, Pennsylvania: Barbara VanKirk, President and Owner of IQ Inc. a
technical consulting and software development company located in Murrysville, Pennsylvania, was a
guest bartender at the Airport Area Chamber of Commerce’s Mixers with Shakers annual fundraiser.
The Mixers with Shakers event features local business celebrities and CEO’s who appear as “guest
bartenders” for the evening to help raise money for their favorite charities. Along with Barbara VanKirk
other guest bartenders included former Pittsburgh Steeler LC Greenwood, WTAE News Anchor/Reporter
Janelle Hall and other Pittsburgh area celebrities.
IQ Inc. selected the Sunny Carney Carcinoid Cancer Fund as their charity for the event. The goal of the
Sunny Carney Carcinoid Foundation is to raise $100,000 for Sunny Carney’s treatment of carcinoid
cancer which she will undergo in Basel, Switzerland. Doctors in the United States cannot effectively treat
the rare carcinoid cancer long term; this treatment is the only option for Sunny and her family. With the
help of friends, family and the local community IQ Inc. was able to donate over $2,000 to assist the
foundation. To learn more about Sunny Carney and/or to make a donation to the foundation please visit
her website at: http://sunnycarneycarcinoidcancerfund.blogspot.com.
Barbara VanKirk established IQ Inc. in 1994 to provide expert consulting, staffing, project management
and software development services to companies with Information Technology and software needs. IQ
Inc. is a certified Women’s Business Enterprise (WBE) and Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
through the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, a certified Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) through the
Port Authority of Allegheny County and a certified Women’s Business Enterprise (WBENC) through the
Women’s Business National Council. IQ Inc. continues to benefit from steady growth and success under
Barbara’s leadership and will celebrate its 15th year in business starting in October 2008. To learn more
about IQ Inc. and our services please visit www.IQ-INC.com.
If you would like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Barbara VanKirk,
please contact Jaclyn Livengood at 724.327.3441 or e-mail Jackie@IQ-INC.com.
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